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Abstract

Numerical procedures and codes for linear Diophantine polynomial equations are pro-
posed in this paper based on the banded matrix algorithms and solvers. Both the scalar and
matrix cases are covered. The algorithms and programs developed are based on the observa-
tion that a set of constant linear equations resulting from the polynomial problem features a
special structure. This structure, known as Sylvester, or block Syelvester in the matrix case,
can in turn be accommodated in the banded matrix framework. Reliable numerical algo-
rithms and programs for banded matrices are readily available at present, for instance in the
well known LAPACK package. Software routines based on dedicated LAPACK band matrix
solvers were programmed in the C language and linked to MATLAB, mainly for two reasons:
to provide prospective users with an environment most of them are familiar with, and to
gain the possibility of direct comparison with related functions of the Polynomial Toolbox
for MATLAB. Performance of the codes was evaluated by extensive numerical experiments
and also in a real-life audio application.

1 INTRODUCTION

Polynomial Diophantine equations play a crucial role in the polynomial theory of control systems
synthesis. The origin of the polynomial or algebraic approach is dated to the early 70s. Systems
are described by input-output relations, similarly to the classical control techniques, however, the
transfer functions are not regarded as functions of complex variable but as algebraic objects. The
design procedures are then reduced to algebraic operations with polynomial matrices, typically
to solving algebraic polynomial equations. This approach not only enables to resolve many
existing control problems in a more elegant and unifying way but also provides further insight
into the structure of the control systems and shows new relationships between various control
tasks. An interested reader is referred to the textbooks [1, 2].

Almost all polynomial design routines lead to linear Diophantine equations in the form

A(s) X(s) + B(s) Y (s) = C(s), (1)
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where A(s), B(s) and C(s) are polynomials, or polynomial matrices in the multi-input and/or
multi-output (MIMO) configuration. Applications include closed-loop pole placement [3], min-
imum variance control [4], LQ and LQG optimal compensators [1], adaptive and predictive
control [4], or time optimal controllers [1, 3].

Let us recall the basic facts of the theory of polynomial Diophantine equations in the follow-
ing. An interested reader can consult for instance the textbooks [1, 2] for further subtleties.

The Diophantine equation in the scalar case is solvable if and only if every common divisor
of A(s) and B(s) is a divisor of C(s). Since the Diophantine equation is linear any and all
solutions pairs of (1) are given by

X(s) = X0(s) + B(s) Q(s),

Y (s) = Y0(s) − A(s) Q(s), (2)

where

Q(s) = Q0 + Q1 s + Q2 s2 + · · ·

is an arbitrary polynomial.
Polynomial matrix Diophantine equations can be handled alike. In general, if A(s), B(s)

and C(s) are matrices of dimensions m x p, m x k and m x q, respectively, then the equation
(1) has a solution { X0(s), Y0(s) } if and only if any common divisor of A(s) and B(s) is a left
divisor of C. Any and all solutions pairs of Diophantine equation (1) in the matrix case are then
given by

X(s) = X0(s) + B̃(s)Q(s),

Y (s) = Y0(s) − Ã(s)Q(s), (3)

where
A−1(s)B(s) = B̃(s)Ã−1(s)

and Q(s) is an arbitrary polynomial matrix of appropriate dimensions.
Since matrix multiplication is not commutative, there also exists the dual polynomial matrix

equation in the form
X(s) A(s) + Y (s) B(s) = C(s), (4)

Note that in the scalar case these two cases coincide thanks to comutativeness of scalar product.

2 Algorithms for Diophantine equations

A particular solution to a given polynomial Diophantine equation can be found through inter-
polation, symbolic procedures, or the Sylvester matrix approach.

2.1 Interpolation

Interpolation is a useful tool for handling polynomials and polynomial matrices. It can be used
both for evaluation of various functions of polynomial matrices (e.g. products, scalar power,
determinant, adjoint, etc.) and for polynomial equations and other more complicated problems
encountered in control.

The basic idea is as follows: The input polynomials are evaluated at suitably chosen points at
first. In this way, an equivalent representation of the problem in terms of constants is obtained.
The computation is then performed within these constants and the desired solution is finally
recovered, typically by solving a Vandermonde or generalized Vandermonde linear system.

Interpolation-based results for some control problems involving polynomials and polynomial
matrices, including the Diophantine equations, have been given in the survey paper [5].



2.2 Symbolic procedures

Polynomials can be represented by their coefficients which are finite-precision numbers. In prin-
ciple it is also possible to represent polynomial matrices as symbolic entities and to employ
symbolic computation tools (e.g. Symbolic Math Toolbox for MATLAB [6], MATHEMATICA
[7]). However, this approach suffers from rather severe difficulties. A great problem with sym-
bolic routines is their computational time consumption. The methods are rather costly even for
small-size problems and, what is worse, the execution time increases usually exponentially with
the size of the task. The efficiency of the methods also depends on data types - for instance
they are much faster for polynomials with integer entries and extremely slow for coefficients with
many decimal digits. All number are handled without rounding which also affects large memory
requirements of such algorithms. These limitations make this approach practically unusable for
the purposes of control systems design.

2.3 Sylvester matrix methods

Many computations with polynomials and polynomial matrices can be expressed in terms of
related Sylvester matrices. This interpretation is straightforward and leads to the set of constant
linear equations the numerical methods of which are well understood.

To illustrate this approach let us consider a simple polynomial equation of the type

A(s) X(s) = B(s), (5)

where

A(s) = A0 + sA1 + ... + sdA AdA

B(s) = B0 + sB1 + ... + sdB BdB

X(s) = X0 + sX1 + ... + sdX XdX

Comparing respective powers of s in the above matrix polynomial equation one can build an
equivalent linear system of equations

A0 0
A1 A0
... A1

. . .

AdA

... A0

AdA
A1

. . .
...

0 AdA


︸ ︷︷ ︸


X0

X1
...

XdX


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=


B0

B1
...

BdB


︸ ︷︷ ︸

〈A〉dX
X B

, (6)

Matrix 〈AdX
〉 is referred to as the Sylvester matrix of A(s) of order dX if A(s) is a polynomial,

or block Sylvester matrix if A(s) is a polynomial matrix.
This approach can be easily adopted also for our Diophantine equation (1). Using the

notation of (6), one can write [
〈A〉dX

〈B〉dY

] [
X
Y

]
= C

2.4 Algorithm recommendation

To sum up, the symbolic approach is hardly usable for medium-size problems and completely
unusable for large data whereas both the interpolation and Sylvester matrix results can be em-
ployed in these situations. In addition, as evidenced in the PhD. thesis [8], the Sylvester methods
appear more efficient and lead to better conditioned linear systems. Simply put, the interpola-
tion approach can be decomposed into a procedure related to the choice of interpolating points



and a subsequent Sylvester-like set of equations (see [8], pp. 70, for a more rigorous reasoning).
For this reason, almost all software tools for polynomial equations, including the Polynomial
Toolbox for MATLAB [9], PolPack++ [10], or the Polynomial Package for MATHEMATICA
[11], are based on the Sylvester matrix approach.

The Sylvester matrix methods are elegant and numerically efficient, nevertheless, several
problematic issues arise. For instance, the estimation of the solution’s degree is rather tricky in
the matrix case. This is however a key parameter influencing the size of the Sylvester matrix
and, consequently, the number of equations and unknowns in the equivalent linear system of
equations (6). Basically, an upper and lower bounds on dX can be found based directly on the
coefficients of A(s), B(s) and C(s). The minimum-degree solution is then sought after by a
standard or modified binary search.

In addition, the sizes of the Sylvester matrices are usually rather high and the method when
implemented require a large amount of memory. This drawback can certainly be reduced if the
structure of Sylvester matrices is considered.

3 Structure of Sylvester and block Sylvester matrices

Sylvester and block Sylvester matrices feature a strong structure. Large Sylvester matrices are
based on only relatively few independent coefficients of underlying polynomials or polynomial
matrices. Although dedicated solvers for this structure have been a subject of intensive research
recently, see for instance the reports [12, 13], these routines are far from being standard today
and are not implemented in respected software libraries at present. This conclusion is also
reflected by the fact that all the packages involving polynomial equations mentioned above rely
on standard general linear set solvers, ignoring the Sylvester structure completely.

However, one can easily recognize that the Sylvester matrices can be fitted into the banded
matrices framework easily, to exploit their structure partly at least. We decided to explore this
idea, suggested and implemented related solvers using the well-established LAPACK library
linked to the well known MATLAB environment, and proved the usefulness of this approach by
numerical experiments and in a real-life case study. Details are given in the following sections.

4 LAPACK

LAPACK [14] is a program library for linear algebra problems written in Fortran 77. It provides
routines for solving systems of linear equations, least-squares solutions of linear systems of equa-
tions, eigenvalue problems, and singular value problems. The associated matrix factorisations
(LU, Cholesky, QR, SVD, Schur, generalized Schur) are also handled, as well as related com-
putations such as reordering of the Schur factorisations and estimation of condition numbers.
Next to general dense matrices, routines for banded matrices are also provided which is most
important for our purposes. In all areas, similar functionality is provided for real and complex
matrices, in both single and double precision. LAPACK routines are written in the way that the
greatest possible portion of computations is delegated to the efficient and computer-optimized
Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) [15].

The original goal of the LAPACK project was to make the widely used EISPACK [17] and
LINPACK [16] libraries run efficiently on shared-memory vector and parallel processors. On
these machines, LINPACK and EISPACK are inefficient because their memory access patterns
disregard the multi-layered memory hierarchies of the machines, thereby spending too much time
moving data instead of doing useful floating-point operations. LAPACK addresses this problem
by reorganizing the algorithms to use block matrix operations, such as matrix multiplication, in
the innermost loops. These block operations can be optimized for each architecture to account
for the memory hierarchy, and so provide a transportable way to achieve high efficiency on
diverse modern machines.

LAPACK is a freely available software package provided on the World Wide Web via netlib,
anonymous ftp, and http access [14]. In addition, its routines have been adopted by commercial



software providers and even the leading computational tools including MATLAB and MATHE-
MATICA rely on LAPACK when solving sets of linear equations, finding eigenvalues or factoring
matrices.

4.1 MATLAB and LAPACK

Many MATLAB’s functions are essentially just calls to LAPACK routines. Unfortunately, func-
tions for banded matrices are not among them and an interface between MATLAB and LAPACK
has to be programmed.

For using LAPACK’s functions in MATLAB, the external interface in the form of MEX-files
can be employed, see [18]. These files can be written in the programming languages C or Fortran,
forming a gate between MATLAB and functions from the LAPACK library. Calling LAPACK
library within MATLAB is well described for example in the MATLAB Help or in [18].

5 Implemented functions

A MATLAB function axbycL was written based on the LAPACK’s banded matrix routines.
The function accepts both scalar polynomial and polynomial matrices. MATLAB version 6 or
higher is required, the polynomial Toolbox for MATLAB version 2.5 is recommended for user’s
comfort (it is not essential, however). The routine together with auxiliary MATLAB-LAPACK
interface procedures and basic documentation can be downloaded at
http://ar.c-a-k.cz/hromcik/diophantine.zip

Our function finds a particular solution [X0 ,Y0] of the polynomial and matrix polynomial
Diophantine equation A X + B Y = C. If no polynomial solution exists then all the entries of
[X0 , Y0] are set to NaN.

In the scalar case, the Sylvester matrix is square, for instance

S =



A0 0 0 0 B0 0 0
A1 A0 0 0 B1 B0 0
A2 A1 A0 0 B2 B1 B0

0 A2 A1 A0 B3 B2 B1

0 0 A2 A1 0 B3 B2

0 0 0 A2 0 0 B3



It is matched to a square band matrix of the type

xx xx xx xx xx 0 0
xx xx xx xx xx xx 0
xx xx xx xx xx xx xx
0 xx xx xx xx xx xx
0 0 xx xx xx xx xx
0 0 0 xx xx xx xx


that can be passed to LAPACK, namely to its solver for banded set of linear equations dgbsv,
see [14].

Situation gets slightly more complicated for polynomial matrices. First, the minimum degree
of the solution cannot be estimated easily in advance and is sought after by a binary-search
procedure described in the introductory section. Alternatively, the user can specify the degree
as an optional input parameter if he knows in advance that such a solution exists. In addition,
the LAPACK’s DGBSV banded solver does not accept rectangular block Sylvester matrices which
is typical in the polynomial matrix case. Fortunately, banded matrix factorization routines for
LU factorization can be employed instead together with a trapezoidal linear set solver. More
specifically, LAPACK functions dgbtrf and dtzrzf were addressed, see [14].



6 Numerical testing

Numerical experiments have been carried out to evaluate efficiency of the implemented function
axbycL. The function was compared to the Polynomial Toolbox for MATLAB function axbyc
with similar functionality [9].

The band matrix solvers included in LAPACK are based on numerically stable algorithms
[14]. The implemented function axbycL hence achieves accuracy comparable to the Polynomial
Toolbox routine axbyc, based on general matrix MATLAB’s and, consequently, LAPACK’s
solvers in fact [18]. This observation applies in the case of generic well-conditioned data as well
as for some specific problematic instants - for instance, with almost non-coprime polynomials
A(s) and B(s).

The implemented function axbycL is however significantly faster than the Polynomial Tool-
box as illustrated further. All computations were performed on an IBM PC computer with
Intel Pentium IV processor, 800 MHz, and 1024 MB RAM. Software versions were 6.5 for MAT-
LAB, 3.0 for LAPACK and 2.5 for the Polynomial Toolbox. Test polynomials coefficients were
generated as random numbers ranging the interval [0, 1]. Resulting times were computed as
averages of ten independent runs for each degree and size combination. Some results for scalar
polynomials and polynomials matrices are presented in the figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: Comparison of Polynomial toolbox’s function axbyc and our function axbycL for scalar
polynomial Diophantine equation.
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Figure 2: Comparison of Polynomial toolbox’s function axbyc and our function axbycL for
matrix polynomial Diophantine equation. Square polynomial matrices of degree 10 were used.

The suggested approach is especially effective compared to the available solvers in the case
of high-degree scalar polynomials. One might argue that this particular case is not of special
interest as we rarely cope with systems of orders of several hundreds. However, even such
polynomials are useful in real life applications, namely in the field of signal processing. We
present and audio-improvement case study in the sequel as an illustration of this statement.

7 Upgrading Loudspeakers Dynamics

An original approach has been published by Sternad et al. in [19] to improve performance of
an audio equipment at low additional costs. The authors use the LQG optimal feedforward
compensator technique to receive an inverse dynamic filter for a moderate quality loudspeaker.
By attaching a signal processor implementing this filter prior to the loudspeaker, the dynamical
imperfections of the original device are eliminated and the overall equipment behaves as an
aparatus of a much higher class.

Unlike their predecessors, the authors try to modify the sound over the whole range of
frequencies. Such a complex compensation fully employs the increasing performance of signal
hardware dedicated to CD-quality audio signals, and at the same time calls for fast and reliable
polynomial equations solvers [19].

The loudspeaker dynamics is considered in the form of an ARX model

y(t) = z−k B(z)
A(z)

u(t).



Since the impulse response is rather long for a high sampling frequency (CD-quality standard
of 44 kHz was used), both the numerator and denominator of the model are of high orders, say
one to five hundred.

The model has an unstable inverse in general since some of its zeros may lie outside the unit
disc. Hence a stable approximation has to be calculated to be used in the feedforward structure.
The authors recall the LQG theory and seek for a compensating filter

u(t) =
Q(z)
P (z)

w(t)

such that the criterion
J = E

[
|y(t) − w(t − d)|2 + ρ|u(t)|2

]
is minimized.

For broadband audio signals, the optimal filter is given in the form

u(t) =
Q1(z)A(z)

β(z)
w(t)

where β results from the spectral factorization

ββ∗ = BB∗ + ρAA∗

and Q1 is the solution of a subsequent Diophantine equation

qk−dB∗(q) = rβ∗(q)Q1(q−1) + qL∗(q), (7)

see [19].
Let us perform a benchmark experiment to compare the existing approach and our newly

proposed algorithm for particular numerical data kindly provided by Mikael Sternad and col-
leagues from the University of Uppsala. The data in concern are given as follows. The numerator
B(z) = B0 + B1z

−1 + · · · + B250z
−250 is an unstable polynomial of degree 250, A(z) is stable

of degree 90, and k = 160. Taking ρ = 0, the spectral factorization of m(z) = B(z)B∗(z) =
m250z

−250 + . . . + m0 + . . . + m250z
250 is performed first, using the Polynomial Toolbox for

MATLAB function spf.
Solution of the Diophantine equation (7) is now of interest. Computational times for several

values of the equalizing parameter d are presented below, comparing our function axbyL and
the Polynomial Toolbox for MATLAB. Roughly speaking, the equalizing parameter determines
the number of previous samples that are used to estimate the output. At the CD sampling
frequency of 44kHz, d = 1000 means for instance a delay of approximately 22ms, well acceptable
in this audio setup.

d axbyc axbycL
100 2.6s 0.23s

300 4.3s 0.40
500 17s 1.2s

700 44s 2.2s

1000 127s 6.3s

Table 1. Computational times for various values of the equalizing parameter d. Polynomial
Toolbox (axbyc) versus our routine axbycL.

8 Conclusions

An effective approach to numerical solution of polynomial Diophantine equations was presented
in this paper. The proposed procedures are based on the relationship of Sylvester and block
Sylvester matrices to general banded matrices and can be used both for scalar polynomials and



polynomial matrices. Suggested routines were implemented in the MATLAB environment using
dedicated efficient solvers of the LAPACK library, supposedly the most powerful linear algebra
package of today. The programs favorably compare to existing software tools for linear poly-
nomial equations and can be employed successfully in demanding signal processing applications
involving high degree polynomials.

The proposed banded-matrix approach seems to be a reasonable trade-off at this moment
between reliable and available completely general linear equations solvers, used in the software
tools for polynomial Diophantine equations at present, and the special algorithms tailored com-
pletely to the Sylvester structure that are under development now. The banded matrix approach
leads definitely to significantly faster algorithms at almost no development and programming
costs whereas the dedicated purely Sylvester procedures will presumably have to undertake a
long path to prove themselves reliable and become widely available.
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